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Partition re�nement and graph decompositionMichel Habib� Christophe Paul� Laurent ViennotyThis lecture presents some new ap-plications to graph decomposition of avery simple vertex partitioning proce-dure. Such a procedure allows us toput in the same framework a broadrange of applications. The most fa-mous may be the quick-sort.But the �rst to use the par-tition re�nement technique may beHopcroft [7, 1] to design an algorithmfor the deterministic automata mini-mization. Later Paigue and Tarjan [11]proposed a partition re�nement basedalgorithm for the coarsest relationalpartition that can be viewed as a gen-eralization of the automata minimiza-tion problem. Two other applicationsare also developed: the lexicographicstring sort and the doubly lexical or-dering of boolean matrices [8, 13].Spinrad [12] was the �rst to inves-tigate the graph partitioning �eld. Inthe last years simpli�cations and newdevelopments of graph algorithms arebased on the partition re�nement tech-niques [9, 10, 5, 6]. Generalizing vertexpartitioning to clique partitioning, onecan produce a very simple linear inter-val graph recognition algorithm and a1 consecutiveness test for boolean ma-trices [5, 6] avoiding the PQ-tree data-structure [2].Although this applications are verydi�erent, they all rely on partition re-�nement techniques. To gather themin the same framework, we have devel-oped a generic procedure that can be

easily instantiated. Then similar cor-rectness proofs (invariants) and com-plexity analysis can be done.We propose in this lecture, as ap-plications of this procedure two newdecomposition algorithms. Althoughlinear time modular decomposition al-gorithms already exist [4, 9], simple(easy to program, to maintain . . . ) al-gorithms are still missing. The algo-rithms we proposed constitute a ma-jor step in this direction. The �rst onerecognizes if a graph is a cograph, thesecond one produces the modular de-composition tree. They both have aO(n+m logn) time bound.These algorithms rely on the ex-istence of a decomposition tree andcompute a factorizing permutation [3].This new notion leads to a very inter-esting new approach on the modulardecomposition problem.In a graph G = (V;E), a set of ver-tices M � V such that for any x 2 Mand y 2 M , N(x) n M = N(y) n Mis called a module. A module M is astrong module if and only if M doesnot strictly overlap any other module.De�nition 1 [3] A factorizing permu-tation is a permutation � of the ver-tices such that any strong module ap-pear consecutively in �.Given a factorizing permutation �of a graph G = (V;E), its modulartree decomposition can be computed inO(n + m) [3]. So computing the tree1LIRMM, UMR CNRS-Universit�e Montpellier II, 161 rue Ada, 34392 Montpellier cedex 5,France; e-mail:fhabib,paulg@lirmm.fr2LIAFA, Universit�e Paris VII 1



decomposition or a factorizing permu-tation are equivalent problem for thecomplexity issue.In this lecture, we discuss some ex-perimental results of the generic pro-cedure and some further applications:as previously mentioned, the PQ-treedata-structure can be avoided for theinterval graph recognition, is it alsopossible for the planarity test ? Somedirections to improve the complexitybound of the decomposition algorithmswill also be presented.References[1] A.V. Aho, J.E. Hopcroft, and J.D.Ullman. Design and analysis ofcomputer algorithms. Addison-Wesley, 1974.[2] K.S. Booth and G.S. Lueker.Testing for the consecutive onesproperty, interval graphs andgraph planarity using pq-tree al-gorithms. J. Comput. and Syst.Sciences, 13:335{379, 1976.[3] C. Capelle. Decomposition degraphes et permutations fac-torisantes. PhD thesis, Univ. deMontpellier II, 1996.[4] A. Cournier and M. Habib. Anew linear algorithm of mod-ular decomposition. In Treesin algebra and programming|CAAP 94 (Edinburgh) LectureNotes in Computer Science, vol-ume 787, pages 68{84, Berlin,1994. Springer.[5] M. Habib, R. McConnell, C. Paul,and L. Viennot. Lex-BFS and par-tition re�nement, with applica-tions to transitive orientation, in-terval graph recognition and con-secutive ones testing. Theoritical

Computer Science, 1997. to ap-pear.[6] M. Habib, C. Paul, and L. Vi-ennot. A synthesis on partitionre�nement: a useful routine forstrings, graphs, boolean matricesand automata. In STACS 98,number 1373 in LNCS, pages 25{38. 15th Symposium on Theoret-ical Aspect of Computer Science,1998.[7] J.E. Hopcropft. A nlogn algo-rithm for minizing states in a �-nite automaton. Theory of Ma-chine and Computations, pages189{196, 1971.[8] A. Lubiw. Doubly lexical order-ings of matrices. SIAM J. of Al-gebraic Disc. Meth., 17:854{879,1987.[9] R.M. McConnell and J.P. Spin-rad. Linear-time modular de-composition and e�cient transi-tive orientation of comparabilitygraphs. In Proc. of SODA, pages536{545, 1994.[10] R.M. McConnell and J.P. Spin-rad. Linear-time modular decom-position and e�cient transitiveorientation of undirected graphs.In Proc. of SODA, 1997.[11] R. Paige and R.E. Tarjan.Three partition re�nement algo-rithms. SIAM Journ. of Comput.,16(6):973{989, 1987.[12] J.P. Spinrad. Graph partitioning,1986. unpublished.[13] J.P. Spinrad. Doubly lexicalordering of dense 0-1 matrices.Information Processing Letters,45:229{235, 1993.
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